One buyer makes all the difference
Enable business development with the AI search engine that knows M&A

Never miss a buyer
One buyer can make the difference. Create buyer lists enriched with the latest private equity activity on Datasite’s platform.

Map markets quickly
Research new and niche markets faster than ever. Stay up to date on unfamiliar markets and changing market conditions.

Validate your research
Polish your pitch deck. Test asset descriptions, deal comparables, and buyer lists against our AI search.

Pitch more deals, faster
Generate a targeted list of deal precedents and potential buyers in minutes, saving hours, if not weeks, of detective work.

Cut through industry noise
Combine your industry knowledge and our AI engine to generate more targeted and relevant search results. Stop relying on outdated industry codes and legacy filters.
You know your market better than anyone

But deal research takes time – time you don’t always have. And entrants emerge or exit every day. That’s where Datasite Intelligence comes in. Assisting you from that first market map to that last-minute surprise player.

**Origination**
- Identify non-obvious buyers
- Boost competitiveness in new markets quickly
- Generate comparable deal data in minutes
- See financial buyer recommendations based on current activity
- Create buyer tear sheets quickly
- Validate your research

**Asset marketing**
- Surface new buyers
- Expand buyer lists
- See new deal comps
- Prioritize top scoring buyers
- Get up to speed on relevant buyer history quickly

**Due diligence**
- Refresh as needed
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